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Two docs. about processing info. CIA/FBI systems to alert re: 

threats against the President. 

1. Walkert to Tavel 4/20/'64 re: Notes CIA ’s experimenting with 
an IBM retrieval system. FBI studying the CIA system that sorts IBM 
cards auytomatically while the FBI has clerks do the sorting, etc. 
Hoover note: "I hope we are really on top of this & not following 
antiquated physical (routines?)" / 

2. Branigan to Sullivan 4/17/'’64 re: Info. from FBI liaision with 
CIA Papich relates from Angleton re: security of president. This is 
WV interest here. Angleton advised that Warren did not seem as 
though he was trying to fix blame on any indivisual or agency. That 
Warren was concerned about the under support of the SS which has 
not the monies to provide adequate protection. This was an area 
that WC was looking into. Good news for FBI was Angleton’s 
impression that WC was not looking for scalps in the JFK 
assassination. (But the final report still sends Hoover ballistic.) 

3. More on sur. of Mark Lane 

Hoover to Rankin 5/7/’64 re: see above 

More on sur. of Mark Lane 

4. Hoover to Rankin 5/5/’64 re: see above / 

FBI HO file on Oswald up to time of assassination of JFK 

5. Hoover to Rankin 5/4/’64 re: Notes some 69 items on 9 pages 

FBI record of checks cashed by LHO from June to Nov. 22 '63 4 
This file was not copied. The largest check was for $79.00. They 

appear to be all payroll checks from Leslie Welding Company, inc. 
in Ft. Worth and Jaggers-Stovall in Dallas. Some from the Wm. B. 
Reilly Company, Inc. in New Orleans. 

The 2nd re-enactment goes ahead by WC 

/ 
6. Rosen to Belmont 5/11/’64 re: Despite Rankin telling Belmont 
earlier that there was no need for a 2md re-enactment back in 
April. Rankin was mollifying FBI which refised to take part. Now 
Rankin is going ahead with 2nd re-eanactment althiough he is 
calling it an exercise to gain additional technical data,etc. 
Hoover note is simply "OK." FBIwill provide what is needed. Rankin // 
was learning. 

7. Rosen to Belmont 5/21/'64 re: re-enactment issue. Notes that 
wc is sending Specter, Redlich to Dallas. What troubles WC now is 
whether only two shots hit occupants in limo and the possibility
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that one shot missed!!!! This was before Dillard emerges in July. 
This was the need to send team to Dallas for "on-the-spot" to fill 
in gaps. Along with them will go Shanyfelt, Gauthier, Frazier and 
Malley. 
There are 3 docs. on this y 

8. Brennan to Sullivan 5/19’64 re: B’s book "Who Killed Kennedy?" 
is gettignattention in Europe. CIA’s McCone spoke to Warren about 
this. Trying to head off WC calling B as a witness 

More on Buchanan 

More on FBI filing system 

9. Tavel to Mohr 4/28/'’64 re: Nothing meaty except that it was am 
Stern of WC staff who was responsible for looking at FBi system. 
This doc. might be useful about his relations w/ FBI if I use Stern 
affidavit and quote about the FBI. 

Belmont memo on his testimony before the WC 

10. Belmont to Tolson 5/6/’64 re: this is a four-page memo. 

Copy of editorial in an Augusta, Ga. papr red-baiting Redlich and 
praising the FBI. 

11. Hoover responds with a hearty thank you letter. The 
corrspondent who wrote the piece was on FBI’s’ Special 
Correspondents ’/List. 

Belmont memo on Hosty’s testimony before the WC 

12. Rosen to Belmont 5/5/'64 re: see above. No problem says 
Belmont as WC members seemed satisfied w/ Hosty’s explainations. 

More on Public Outcry about Redlich 

13. DeLoach to Mohr 5/5/’64 re: a letter from Senator A. Willis 
Robertson in Richomiénd News Leader (4/15/'64) pointing out 
Redlich’s alleged subversive associations. FBI failed to 
acknowledge the letter. DeLoach suggests that senator be orally 
thanked for his letter but not in written reply because if seen it 
might infer Hoover’s approval of the sentiments expressed. Hoover 
note: "It is too late now. We just mishandled this." 

More on FBI’s Concern about security where President is concerned. 

14. Belmont to Tolson 4/28/'64 re: Belmont talsk about 
diseemination changes re: security since the aSsassination. Can see
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that Belmont is using the same excuses that CIA mentioned earlier. 

Affidavits by Riad and Bryan 

15. See above


